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entrance to bagamoyo

the boma

between the boma & the beach
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entrance to bagamoyo

today

When you reach Bagamoyo from Dar es Salaam you are all of a sudden in the middle of Bagamoyo, in the border between the newer part
of the town and the old Stone town by the coast. It is a lot of movements of people and vehicles in the area. Apart from the large
number of people on foot there are trucks, tractors, motorbikes, bicycles and carriages. Fishermen carry engines for their boats or maybe
the catch of the day. A lot of people stop in the junction for a talk, or
to buy something from the small shop under the tree. Even people by
car stop in the street for a small talk with a friend. Also the mini
buses, dalla dalla, to or from Dar es Salaam stop in the middle of the
intersection, to let someone off or on the bus. These small buses also
use the crossing to turn and drive another circle around the town to
find more passengers- the mini buses never leave Bagamoyo until
they are full!
The entrance to Bagamoyo is today a really confusing place, a threeway junction and a five way junction connected together. Because of
this large number of streets the connections to other parts of town
are not very obvious. From this place it is hard to know what street
to choose to reach different parts of town. The streets head towards
different important places in the town such as the beach, the Stone
town, where for example the City council is situated and also a lot of
historical important buildings. Streets also head towards the New
market- the commercial centre, Kaole ruins and Caravan Serai- a
slave trade museum.
In the area east of the entrance-junction a large building is today
blocking the view over the sea. This building is the leading party
CCMs pub and disco. On maps from 1968 this place was a park-like
open space with only a smaller part of the CCM-building existing.
(Andersson, 1968)
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proposal
In my proposal for the entrance of Bagamoyo I deal with the traffic
situation. The motor vehicles and cyclists as well as the large amount
of pedestrians are considered. I want to make a straighter connection
from the New market-street through the intersection and towards the
coast. Today the entrance is an extended junction with a number
of streets connected together. In my proposal I suggest two smaller
roundabouts with four streets connected to each. This will create a
more organised traffic situation.
In my proposal the original part of the CCM-building is maintained
but the new part of the building, today blocking the view over the
sea, is removed and rebuilt in the northern part of the area. Keeping
the southern part of the area open will strengthen the connection to
the old German headquarter, the Boma and to the coast. If you are
able to view the sea when you enter Bagamoyo it increases the orientation as well as Bagamoyos identity as a coastal town.

CCMs disco and pub is moved to the northern part of
the place to strengthen the connection to the Boma and
the ocean in the east.

The two
roundabouts create
a more organised
traffic situation.
The new direction
of this street provides a stronger and
more direct connection between the
commercial centre,
New market, and
the coast.

Small shops

Small shops

A line of palm trees visually indicate
that something new is happeningyou enter Bagamoyo!
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view 1
Small shops are proposed at the area east of the
entrance road.
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view 2
The large tree is still a meetingplace and a place
for selling in my proposal.
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City council
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movement

The street from the south-east to the north-west is the
most prominent street in the entrance-junction of
Bagamoyo. This street used to be an important street
with most of the town situated north-east of it.

a

Dar es Salaam

a

today

Today when Bagamoyo has grown, other streets in the
entrance-junction are used more frequently. The connections in east- west direction seems to be the most important.

a
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In my proposal I strengthen the connections between
the new town, the old town and the coast.

old Stone town
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Today the entrance is an extendedjunction with a
number of streets connected together.
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proposal

In my proposal I suggest two small roundabouts each
with four streets connected to each.
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before
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On old maps this place was a park-like open space. On
maps from 1968 only the north part of the CCM- building
exists.

today
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A large building is today blocking the view over the sea.
This building is the leading party CCMs pub and disco.

Dar es Salaam
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proposal
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In my proposal I strengthen the connection to the Boma
and the coast by keeping the southern part of the area
open. It is now also possible to view the sea.

a
a
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the boma

history of the boma

The Germans built the Boma in 1895 as their East African Headquarters. Under the British rule the building was altered and the German
monument in front of the building was demolished. During this time
the building received its name. In English Boma means British Overseas Management Administration, in Kiswahili the word means to
fence an area. At the independence of Tanzanian in 1961 the Boma
became the District Commissioners Office. The front facade has deteriorated since 1997 due to heavy rainfall and poor maintenance. In
1999-2000 the roof and the floor between the ground floor and the
first floor started to collapse. In 2002 a renovation was carried out.
Poles to hold the roof were put in place.6 Now the building is emptyexcept from a few bats living inside- and deteriorates more and more
for every day and for every heavy rain falling over Bagamoyo.

6
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Mr Lucas Antiquities department Bagamoyo, interview, February 2005

a

As a monument to indicate the power of the Germans, the Boma was
built facing the sea. Besides the strong connection to the sea the location of the Boma in the city is still very privileged. The Boma is
situated in the joint between three different areas, the beach, the old
Stone town and the new town. With good spatial planning the building could function as a connector between these three areas, a connection today missing.

Old Stone town
India street, as well as the entrance to the Boma in the north,
are important for the connection to the old Stone town. India
Street, in front of the main entrance of the building, connects
the colonial buildings with the Stone town. In the past, during
the colonial era, this street was probably the most important
street in the town. India Street as the rest of the streets of
Bagamoyo are dirt-roads, with holes in it, dusty and hot with
not much shade. By paving, shading and lighting this street, the
connection of the Boma and the old Stone town could be
strengthened.

a

a

a

Entrance & New town
By moving the large CCM building north,
a connection between the Boma and the
new parts of Bagmoyo can be created. In
my proposal the Boma can be seen when
you enter Bagamoyo from the Dar es
Salaam road and also when you move
from the New market towards the entrance junction of Bagamoyo. One of the
two main entrances to the Boma face the
entrance to Bagamoyo.

a

the boma as a connector
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Coast
Today the Boma is mostly seen from the backside
of the building from the entrance of Bagamoyo. To
transform the area east of the Boma into a place
for meeting and recreation for the inhabitants and
for visitors of Bagamoyo, the once so magnificent
Boma could become more important.
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the boma interiortoday
Entering the building, the beautiful light strikes you. Over the interior
doors small round holes strain the light from one room to the next.
The sizes of the rooms vary from small rooms to large halls. The
white washed lime walls inside the building create an airy and open
feeling even in the small rooms. On the floor in the large halls most
of the old coloured bricks are still there. Corridors towards the courtyard have large open windows and create a feeling of an abbey or arcade.
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the boma interiorproposal
The Boma is divided in to three different parts, the main building and
the two wings. The building can then easily be divided into three different way of using.

a
a
a
first floor

a

ground floor

tourist office
library
exhibition, bagamoyos history
temporary exhibitions
education and office

a

Education such as a gardening school (connected to the Botanical
garden in the proposal at the area between the Boma and the beach)
and education of conservation and renovation of historical buildings
are suggested to use the first floor. At this floor also premises for lectures and offices are suggested. Also short courses in traditional
dance, painting and carving could be arranged for the visitors here.

a

a

In the main building I propose a tourist office with entrances from
both west (from the entrance of Bagamoyo) and from east (India
street by the sea). The tourist office is proposed to contain information about places to stay, eat and visit in Bagamoyo. Also guided
tours in the historical Stone town could be arranged from here. From
the entrance in the west, facing the entrance-junction of Bagamoyo,
you also reach the south wing of the Boma. This wing contains different temporary exhibitions and a library with literature about
Bagamoyos and Tanzanias history and future, and also about Tanzanian art and culture. The north wing of the building is reachable from
both the west entrance as well as the entrance facing the Stone town
in the north. Here it is suggested a permanent exhibition about
Bagamoyos history and its historical buildings, for providing the visitors an overview before visiting the sites.

a

To use this building for public purposes is important when the other
colonial buildings along India Street are not public. The old Fort is at
the moment used as office for the Antiquities department, also Liku
house, Nassirviji House and the Arabic teahouse are used as offices.
In my proposal the building, or at least parts of the building, is going
to be open for the public.

1:800

Since the Boma is inside the conservation area for the potential Cultural World Heritage, there will be restrictions in the restoration of
the building. The Boma is classified as protection grade I in the Conservation and development plan for Bagamoyo. In this grade neither
alternation nor regulation of any kind externally or internally may be
done according to this document. This regulation does not apply
changes done within the last 30 years and which are not in compliance with the original building. (Joelson & Winqvist, 2000)
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today

a
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entrance
to
Bagamoyo

The Boma is today a little bit hidden away. From the
entrance of Bagamoyo the CCM-building blocks the view
over the Boma and from the sea vegetation block the
building.
the coast

proposal

the Stone town

a

a

a
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to
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In my proposal the strategic place of the Boma is considered. The blocking elements are removed and the entrances to the building are directed towards, the newer
parts of Bagamoyo and the entrance to the town, the old
Stone town and towards the sea.
the coast
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between the boma & the beach

today

The space between the Boma and the ocean is today covered with
different kind of vegetation, mostly low plants and bushes but also
plenty of various trees. Along the street, from the Fort down to the
beach hotel Badeco, is a line of trees of different sizes and species,
most of them rather tall. This vegetation creates a border between
the area and the street. I consider it important to save this line of
trees as it frames the place. Along the street in the northern part of
the area is a line of trees but this tree-line is not as thick and organised as the previous described. The character of this thinner vegetation should be saved when Windsor Street is going to be the
street heading to the area. In this way the entrance to the place is
created along this street. Between the area and the beach is a lot of
medium high vegetation. This thick border of bushes prevents the
wind from the sea and also in some places the view over the ocean.
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plan of the area between the boma and the beach- today
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proposal

In my proposal for this area I want to create a place for different purposes. I want to design a recreation- and meeting place for both the
inhabitants of Bagamoyo and its visitors. Spaces for selling, performances and exhibitions are suggested. Also food stalls and places for
resting and meeting in the shadow are suggested in my proposal. The
entrances to the area are from India Street below the Boma, from
Windsor Street and from the beach. In the southern part of this area
a Botanical garden is suggested. The garden is suggested to contain
information about vegetation in Tanzania, different species but also
how trees could be used in city planning, as medicine and so forth. In
the botanical garden there is also going to be places for education,
both educating students in a gardening school but also for the young
school children in Bagamoyo, to learn more about vegetation in Tanzania. There is also a nursery-garden providing shadow for small
plants. The Botanical garden could be used for growing trees, later
planted along the streets in Bagamoyo.
According to Bagamoyo conservation and development plan from year
2000 the zone below the Boma is only allowed to be used as a recreational, public open space. No kind of development is allowed in
this area except in order to improve the landscape or infrastructure.
The beach shall be protected from new constructions to a distance of
60 m from the waterline. (Joelson & Winqvist, 2000)
The construction of the small buildings in my proposal is going to be
without walls and foundation, only roofing, more like a construction
of a pergola.
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view 3
A roof construction provides shadow. Selling, performances, resting or meeting can take place at
the green areas between the Boma and the
beach.
The roofs are made of solar cells transforming the
sunshine into electricity for the lighting of some of
the buildings and the vegetation, from the New
market to the entrance of Bagamoyo and further
to the Stone town.
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view 4
A pergola connects this green area with the
beach.
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view 5
In the small Botanical garden the roof construction provides shadow for the nursery-garden. The
small plants are later planted along the streets in
Bagamoyo to create a better climate for the pedestrians.
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plan of the area between the boma and the beach- proposal
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today

This area is covered with different kind of vegetation. A
thick border of bushes prevents the wind from the sea to
reach the inner parts of Bagamoyo.

proposal

By openings in the vegetation, breezes from the sea
could create a nice climate at this place and further up
in the town. Also the connection from the entrance to
Bagamoyo and down to the beach is strengthen by this
openings.
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